


































		A	wall	in	Naples,	an	aviary,	fragments	from	a	forest,	then	a	group	of	postcards:		such	are	the	objects	of	these	paintings	but	in	ways	that	are	always	the	more	or	less	of	them	in	a	seriality	of	additions	and	subtractions.		Again	a	wall	in	Naples,	but	not	any	wall,	but	a	wall	marked	in	and	by	time,	a	wall	becoming	a	mark	of	a	wall,	marked	and	then	marked	again,	as	is	in	an	echo	chamber	of	marks,	thus	staging	the	inception	of	another	time.		Are	we	 entering	 a	 secret	world	 composed	 of	 things	 unsaid	 or	 never	 properly	 apprehended?	The	secret	 is	 always	 elsewhere	 to	what	 is	 present.	 (Who	 said	 that	 time	 is	 the	 economy	of	 the	 secret	because	presence	 comes	 from	 the	 future?)	Such	questions	 can	never	be	answered	 in	painting	but	nonetheless	a	tone	is	issued	instead.		Is	there	a	quest	or	a	struggle	to	stabilize	the	meaning	of	things?	If	so,	it	has	a	quality	of	slipping	away	but	then	it	is	this	sense	that	is	implicated	in	incessant	reiteration.	Thus	a	return	to	yet	another	wall,	trapped	between	memory	and	the	yet	to	come.		The	image	is	cut	into,	folded	over,	re-configured,	copied,	de-figured,	arrested	and	displaced.	To	open	out	a	relationship	to	the	image	is	also	the	opening	to	the	proximity	of	violence.	Thus	each	painting	might	contain	a	hidden	figure:	that	of	a	coiled	spring.		The	enterprise	of	the	early	Romantics	was	in	entering	ruins	and	ruination,	collecting	lost	fragments,	assembling	quotations,	assembling	encyclopaedias	of	a	lost	reserve	of	sense:	all	in	turn	suspended	in	a	state	of	oscillation	between	the	realms	of	necessity	and	freedom.	In	this	context	these	paintings	might	 be	 understood	 as	 post-romantic	 (sober),	 but	 anyway,	 definitely	 not	 the	 post-ness	 of	 post-modern.	They	are	not	timely	paintings,	even	remote	from	the	very	idea	of	being	so,	similar	in	this	sense	 to	Morandi,	 but	without	weight	 of	 expectancy.	Morandi	was	 in	 pursuit	 of	 dimensions	 that	recoiled	 from	 being	 made	 visible	 whereas	 these	 paintings	 recoil	 around	 the	 pure	 image	 of	schematism.		It	might	 be	 that	writing	 counsels	 these	 paintings	without	 them	 ever	 becoming	 literary	 paintings.	Pessoa,	Blanchot,	Calvino,	Borges	are	present,	whereas	Constable,	Jones,	Durer,	Richter	are	visible.	What	is	present	and	what	is	visible	are	in	circulation	without	the	gap	between	the	textual	and	the	visual	being	closed	into	a	circulated	statement.		 						
Paper,	Publication	and	Performance			Every	line	manifests	as	a	mark.		Every	visible	gesture	creates	movement	within	space.		Every	page	is	the	past	of	the	page	to	come.		Every	spoken	or	written	word	places	something	within	presence,	forming	within	its	own	silhouette	a	trace	freed	from	existing	thought.		What	does	it	mean	to	create	a	mark,	to	utter	a	sound,	to	compose	movement?		To	utter	something,	to	occupy	oneself	bodily	within	a	space,	touching	something	yet	to	manifest,	to	draw	a	line,	to	form	a	symbol	of	translation:	all	these	events	as	possibility	of	an	attempt	to	bring	outward	into	the	inward	spliced	within	duration.			Duration	inscribed	in	drawing,	in	writing,	reading,	listening	and	performing:	a	machinery	of	inscription	that	is	relentless	in	forming	and	deforming	context.		So	we	have	lines,	gestures,	words	modulated	by	duration	and	spacing,	all	in	search	of	the	attention	of	seeing,	reading,	hearing	and	internalizing	in	order	to	activate	sense.		To	say	'paper,	publication	and	performance'	is	to	gesture	towards	the	multiplicity	of	possibilities	that	might	arise	or	perhaps	to	simply	to	point	towards	the	idea	of	the	open.		In	all	of	this,	a	contest	between	a	show	and	an	event,	the	arising	of	something	such	as	another	desire,	another	raveling	of	forms	within	forms,	modes	chaotic	encounter,	other	thoughts,	composition	and	decomposition	of	sense.		Who	knows?		There	is	a	space,	the	name	of	a	project,	organisation,	connections,	and	duration	all	in	a	state	of	becoming	elsewhere	to	what	is	given.	Lines	are	to	be	drawn	but	also	erased:	everything	will	take	its	course.			Question:	what	are	the	lines	between	subject	and	object?		Performances.	Marks.	Words.	Gestures.		All	drawing	lines	of	distinct	economy.		Then	a	room	with:	Indeterminacy	of	views.	Expansions	and	contractions.	Nothing	and	something.		Mediums	of	the	yet	to	come.		
CAROLINE	WALKER,	LIAN	ZHANG,	GARETH	CADWALLER:	THAT	WHICH	ESCAPES			Something	is	happening	but	it	on	the	edge	of	this.	This	explains	the	tension	between	temporality	and	the	image.		We	might	suppose	the	image	and	everything	that	follows	from	it.	That	it	occurs	is	the	mystery	that	any	given	painter	might	address.	Simply	speaking	something	opens	that	is	discontinuous	with	reality	hence	the	appearance	of	distance	that	contains	an	excess.	This	excess	contains	the	secret	of	why	the	image	escapes	signification	even	to	the	point	that	almost	nothing	is	indicated:	a	presence	sliding	into	absence	or	the	other	way	around.	Detachment	hovers	close	to	this	ambiguity	that	constitutes	an	invisible	threshold.		Three	table	scenes	follow	and	with	it	the	accident	of	the	conjunction.	This	might	be	described	as	an	eruption	of	chance	or	if	one	where	so	inclined	the	working	of	unconscious	trace.		There	is	a	sense	that	something	is	missing	whether	this	is	something	that	cannot	be	seen,	not	matter	of	fact	or	is	simply	falling	closer	to	apparition.	A	woman	is	staring	at	a	lemon	against	the	backdrop	of	sky	and	sea.	A	simple	act	really.	Occasionally	a	subject	might	be	prone	to	such	a	form	of	attention	but	is	everything	close	to	the	appearance	of	such	attention.	Perhaps	it	is	follows	that	we	become	locked	into	this	attention	to	attention.	A	frozen	moment	touched	by	an	obsessive	reiteration	of	a	time	becoming	trapped	within	itself	as	a	presentation	of	a	frozen	solitude.		A	table	is	being	set	with	hands	and	eyes	captured	in	motion.	It	is	an	in-between	moment	that	normally	simply	slips	by.	The	painting	is	rapid	but	this	allows	for	oscillation	between	painterly	gesture	and	the	composition	of	the	image.	Memories	of	other	images	seep	out	of	the	surface	of	this	impression	establishing	a	frisson	between	what	is	happening,	the	anticipation	of	what	comes	next	and	the	sense	of	memory	upon	which	it	rests.	Immediacy	and	memory	are	being	sliced	by	the	act	of	painting.		Nothing	is	quite	as	it	appears,	the	real	never	quite	secured	and	the	physics	that	predicates	stability	of	occurrence	beyond	the	grasp	of	habitual	thinking.	In	this	scene	of	average	everydayness	things	are	warping	both	space	and	time	so	that	the	contours	of	light	trace	the	flood	of	imaginative	anarchy.	One	moment	the	glazed	white	teapot	is	on	the	table,	the	next	in	multiple	flights	around	the	table:	virtual	processes	that	assume	ascendency	are	stretching	the	reality	principle.	What	is	still	and	what	it	is	that	moves	are	related	to	the	questions	pertaining	to	how	loops	of	information	infiltrate	the	formation	of	the	painterly	image.			Three	artists,	three	images:	an	invitation	to	think	the	strangeness	of	conjunction.					
1000:	ONE	AFTER	ANOTHER			I	have	a	problem	with	time.	I	guess	that	so	much	of	what	we	call	time,	has	been	stripped	from	me.	You	might	think	that	this	would	lead	to	a	sort	of	hunger	for	a	restitution	of	time	for	my	part	but	this	is	not	really	the	case.	It	is	not	so	much	that	I	am	lost	but	certainly	I	have	little	sense	of	decades,	epochs,	or	for	that	matter,	something	related	to	my	time.	When	I	started	to	paint,	it	was	in	order	to	align	myself	with	this	reality	of	lacking	a	determinate	relationship	to	time.	I	suspect	that	this	might	be	like	a	form	of	blindness	to	any	contemporary	issue	surrounding	painting.	I	have	this	friend	who	is	always	attempting	to	introduce	to	what	is	going	on	in	the	world	of	art.	I	try	my	best	to	connect	with	the	things	he	shows	me,	but	on	the	whole,	I	find	these	exhibitions	remote	from	the	concerns	that	I	seem	to	have.	One	day	we	popped	into	the	Royal	College	of	Art	to	see	this	post	card	show	which	consisted	of	over	two	thousand	individual	works	in	the	form	of	drawings,	paintings	and	collages.	Two	thousand	cards	covers	an	immense	amount	of	space	and	in	many	ways	it	made	it	difficult	to	see	anything	at	all	other	than	this	feeling	of	mass.	It	seemed	that	part	of	the	fascination	with	this	exhibition	was	to	be	able	to	connect	works	with	names	and	given	every	post	card	was	£40	then	it	might	be	possible	to	find	something	worth	hundreds,	if	not	thousands	of	pounds.	Anyway	this	exhibition	was	an	inspiration,	perhaps	for	all	the	wrong	reasons,	which	are	how	things	are	with	me.	I	thought	would	produce	a	thousand	paintings	on	MDF	in	an	A5	format.	Mostly	I	have	the	sensation	of	a	lack	of	closure	when	I	paint.	I	just	paint	and	paint	without	a	feeling	that	anything	ever	reaches	a	point	or	an	ending.	In	a	way	this	might	relate	to	the	fact	that	I	am	not	really	expecting	to	find	anything	so	the	idea	of	giving	myself	a	numerical	target	had	an	appeal	because	at	least	I	would	have	a	horizon	of	completion.	Nonetheless	a	thousand	paintings	is	a	huge	undertaking.	One	of	the	strange	things	that	seems	to	happen	is	that	you	are	constantly	counting	and	within	this	act	of	counting,	a	desire	seems	to	occur	whereby	you	start	to	want	to	start	all	over	again.	Time	starts	to	have	this	sticky	feeling	because	on	one	level	this	act	is	like	a	task	so	introduces	a	feeling	of	weight	but	this	also	seems	to	affect	each	of	the	paintings	in	that	there	only	coherence	relates	to	this	serial	like	procedure.	It	is	a	seriality	of	indifference	in	some	ways:	the	next,	the	next	without	interruption	or	suspension,	pile	after	pile.	I	had	hoped	that	there	might	be	some	element	of	progression	or	even	moments	of	inspiration	when	some	amazing	form	of	difference	might	occur	but	this	is	not	the	case.	I	sometimes	think	that	I	might	confuse	the	determinate,	everyday	world	of	work,	with	the	indeterminate	world	of	the	studio.	I	have	never	had	a	studio	and	I	have	never	worked	in	a	factory	so	I	wouldn’t	really	be	able	to	understand	such	difference.	At	times	I	am	not	really	sure	why	I	am	undertaking	such	a	venture	or	even	if	it	will	be	ever	seen.	Perhaps	it	is	simply	doing	something	and	in	that	I	might	have	no	other	goal.	When	the	thousand	paintings	are	completed	I	will	have	completed	my	stretch	of	time.	Maybe	time	will	enter	me	in	a	new	way.	I	think	that	painting	is	strange	in	the	way	it	wards	off	temporal	vulnerability	whilst	at	the	same	time	as	drawing	attention	to	it.	I	must	say	that	I	have	this	sensation	of	softness	when	I	paint.	Perhaps	it	is	an	addictive	condition	but	I	keep	such	thoughts	aloof	from	my	everyday	activity.	All	I	know	is	that	in	a	few	weeks	it	will	be	over	and	I	will	be	then	waiting	for	another	starting	point.	Showing	the	work	might	be	a	subtraction	of	all	of	this.			
VICTOR	PAYARES:		MI	TORONJA6				
																																																									6	The	Spanish	word	for	grapefruit.	
"Strange,	to	see	all	that	was	once	relation	so	loosely	fluttering	hither	and	thither	in	space."7		Stories	can	be	told	from	many	angles	and	points	of	view	in	order	to	embody	glimpses	and	viewpoints	in	order	that	an	image	might	be	formed.	Painting	is	a	strange	meeting	point	between	what	can	be	shown	but	what	cannot	be	said,	thus	an	act	of	withdrawal	as	much	as	an	offering.	Fragments	of	narrative	remain	but	in	the	form	of	waste	matter	or	half	formed	sentences	disintegrating	into	dust	like	matter.	Pigment	is	not	only	residues	of	nature	but	is	imbued	with	the	dust	of	failed	poetic	encounter	of	something	glimpsed.			Before	these	paintings	so	many	lines	arcing	and	dipping	back	into	the	deep	from	which	they	emerge,	so	many	densities	that	slow	down	attention	in	order	that	intensity	might	become	manifest,	thoughts	occurring	in	these	webs	of	leaks	and	interruptions	of	what	comes	before	and	after,	so	nothing	is	settled	because	what	is	being	set	in	motion	is	the	endless	displacement	tracing	economies	of	desire.		Asked	to	imagine	the	lost	continent	of	European	modernity,	the	startled	space	of	New	York	in	the	1950's	and	sweltering	heat	of	Havana	living	in	half	forgotten	time	in	order	to	imagine	an	aesthetic	construct	or	diagram	deriving	from	those	spaces,	then	many	mutations	might	occur.	If	on	an	immediate	level	this	is	an	art	of	folded	forms	and	textures	then	we	are	also	being	placed	in	a	topology	of	place	as	much	as	a	memory	trace	of	forms:	a	complication	made	visible.		"Growing	up	in	Havana	in	the	80's	and	90's	everybody	lived	on	memories	and	stories	more	than	material.	Memory	was	thus	central	to	the	way	that	life	was	lived.	Working	through	and	with	memory	is	not	something	learnt	as	an	aesthetic	construct	at	art	school	but	is	closer	to	a	flavour	that	is	occupied	from	within	within.	My	idea	of	calling	the	show	"Mi	Toronja"	is	because	it	is	a	bitter	sweet	fruit	and	I	associate	this	with	memory	itself."			Is	the	idea	of	the	contemporary	the	story	whereby	the	impossibility	of	synthesizing	modernity	is	being	told?	Thus	the	unfigurable	is	staged	but	within	settings	in	which	memory	forms	twists	and	sometimes	convulses.	Nothing	then	is	settled	and	the	fractured	spacings	constituting	the	contemporary	evade	the	possibility	of	an	over-viewing	that	would	render	a	picture	of	completion.	The	opening	fragment	from	'The	Duino	Elegies'	of	Rilke	captures	this	sense.	This	sense	might	be	something	in	the	air	combined	with	the	architecture	of	memory.	A	fruit	of	ambivalence,	something	that	appears	on	the	edge	of	evasion.																																																																	7	Rilke	The	Duino	Elegies	
ELSEWHERE	OF	THE	IMAGE		“…the	image	is	not	a	matter	of	beauty.	Rather,	it	is	a	matter	of	a	certain	tension	in	the	look.	An	image	draws	the	look,	draws	it	in.	This	tension	of	the	image	is	time.	In	time,	I	come	before	what	is	coming;	I	come	right	up	to	a	thing	that	comes	up	to	itself.	I	come,	in	other	words,	right	up	to	the	coming	of	the	thing.	What	we	call	an	“artist’s	work”	is	nothing	other	than	the	organisation	of	this	experience.”																																																																																												Jean-Luc	Nancy		Multiple	Arts			P215			Two	vast	continents	(China	and	Russia)	lying	next	to	the	other	each	united	by	similar	dialectics	of	remembering	and	forgetting.	Images	are	so	much	more	potent	when	either	side	of	the	border	that	meditate	two	contrary	conditions.	Not	negating	the	sense	that	the	image	carries	an	essential	ambiguity	anyway	but	here	we	might	be	opened	to	an	intensification	of	such	a	folded	reality.	For	instance	we	might	oscillate	between	the	conditions	of	empty	and	full,	fast	and	slow,	or	between	offering	and	withdrawal	all	without	any	sense	of	didacticism	pressing	its	demand	for	certainty.	In	each	of	the	three	artists	there	is	an	extended	labour	in	making	manifest	a	condition	of	vision	in	which	something	comes	quick,	next	a	striated,	complex	passage	of	time	and	then	an	eruption	of	time	multiplied	around	its	root.	Then	there	is	a	call	of	yet	another	time	buried	deep	within	tradition(s).			A	tree	grows	out	of	the	earth,	yet	grows	serenely,	as	if	untouched	by	the	time	of	modernity.	Then	a	woman	looks	into	the	mirror,	but	as	she	lingers,	yet	another	time	peels	into	the	image	pointing	to	an	elsewhere	unable	to	find	the	clarity	and	recognition.	Shifting	from	this	is	a	child's	pram	shifting	from	its	mooring	within	the	identity	of	function	into	a	mutation	closer	to	dream	image	and	with	it	the	inability	to	express	directly.				So	this	search	for	an	elsewhere	goes	on	within	attention	to	processes	close	to	the	reserve	spring	of	imagination.	Fragments	are	but	indeterminate	intensities	cast	aside	from	the	applied	representations	of	constructed	reality.	They	are	the	vehicles	of	this	elsewhere	of	the	yet	to	come	outside	of	any	given	coherence	of	this	world.					
